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'Impassioned, hugely informative, wonderfully controversial, and scary as hell' John le Carré Around the world in Britain, the United States, Asia and the Middle East, there are
people with power who are cashing in on chaos; exploiting bloodshed and catastrophe to brutally remake our world in their image. They are the shock doctors. Exposing these
global profiteers, Naomi Klein discovered information and connections that shocked even her about how comprehensively the shock doctors' beliefs now dominate our world and how this domination has been achieved. Raking in billions out of the tsunami, plundering Russia, exploiting Iraq - this is the chilling tale of how a few are making a killing
while more are getting killed. 'Packed with thinking dynamite ... a book to be read everywhere' John Berger 'If you only read one non-fiction book this year, make it this one' Metro
Books of the Year 'There are a few books that really help us understand the present. The Shock Doctrine is one of those books' John Gray, Guardian 'A brilliant book written with
a perfectly distilled anger, channelled through hard fact. She has indeed surpassed No Logo' Independent
Struggle to hold people’s attention and keep them interested? Always feel stuck in boring interview mode? Whether you want to befriend strangers more easily, banter more
smoothly with friends, or simply avoid the crushing tension of a never ending silence, Awkward Silences is the book you need to succeed. No more conversations that end
prematurely - not by choice. Discover the subtle and nuanced tactics that allow you to seize control of any conversation and create social chemistry. This book will arm you with
definitive tactics, maneuvers, and replies to whatever comes your way. This book is highly actionable, with step-by-step analyses of complex concepts like sarcasm, the ultimate
witty comeback, conflict conversations, and storytelling. You’ll get exact words and phrases, NOT just “be confident and make eye contact.” Avoid those embarrassing, cringeworthy moments. In Awkward Silences, you have renowned social skills and international bestselling author Patrick King showing you the ropes. Social interaction can be boiled
down to a science if approached correctly, and he’ll do it for you. Never feel boring or uninteresting again. •How to set an engaging tone right off the bat. •The vocabulary and
inflection details that make you attractive. •Storytelling essentials - unlike anything you’ve read before. •Elements of sarcasm, witty comebacks, and self-deprecation. Push
people’s buttons that instantly make them responsive and interested. •How to introduce conversational diversity and break out of your patterns and routines. •Six types of
responses you can summon in any situation. •Your habits that lead directly to awkward silences. •Common awkward situations and how to handle them correctly. Demonstrate
social value and grace.
Set out on a journey of fabulous adventure in lands beyond the limit of your imagination. Choose for yourself what role to play, where to venture, and what rewards to seek. In
THE WAR-TORN KINGDOM, revolution rages in Sokara. You can join forces with the king to restore his throne - or look for profit in the pay of the dictator, Grieve Marlock. Use
fighting skills or sorcery, bribery or skulduggery to survive the assassins in the city backstreets. Descend to the sewers of Yellowport to defeat the vile rat-king, Skabb. Retrieve
the golden net of the gods from the Repulsive Ones deep beneath the sea - and use the rewards of your victories to travel beyond the boundaries of the known world in the
world's first open world gamebook saga. Your journeys will bring you foes and friends, danger and triumph, fortune and fame - and more adventures than you ever dreamed of.
Role-playing as you've never known it before - in the amazing world of the FABLED LANDS.
Speed read people, decipher body language, detect lies, and understand human nature. Is it possible to analyze people without them saying a word? Yes, it is. Learn how to
become a “mind reader” and forge deep connections. How to get inside people’s heads without them knowing. Read People Like a Book isn’t a normal book on body language
of facial expressions. Yes, it includes all of those things, as well as new techniques on how to truly detect lies in your everyday life, but this book is more about understanding
human psychology and nature. We are who we are because of our experiences and pasts, and this guides our habits and behaviors more than anything else. Parts of this book
read like the most interesting and applicable psychology textbook you’ve ever read. Take a look inside yourself and others! Understand the subtle signals that you are sending
out and increase your emotional intelligence. Patrick King is an internationally bestselling author and social skills coach. His writing draws of a variety of sources, from scientific
research, academic experience, coaching, and real life experience. Learn the keys to influencing and persuading others. •What people’s limbs can tell us about their emotions.
•Why lie detecting isn’t so reliable when ignoring context. •Diagnosing personality as a means to understanding motivation. •Deducing the most with the least amount of
information. •Exactly the kinds of eye contact to use and avoid Find shortcuts to connect quickly and deeply with strangers. The art of reading and analyzing people is truly the art
of understanding human nature. Consider it like a cheat code that will allow you to see through people’s actions and words. Decode people’s thoughts and intentions, and you
can go in any direction you want with them.
?Unlock the secrets of the Men who have everything going for them? Sometimes, it seems like the world is made for Alpha Males, while the rest of us have to settle for the
scraps. Whether it's that well-dressed, smooth-talking guy who always gets the ladies, or that quietly confident Man people fall all over themselves to please, there are some guys
who just seem to have it all. Meanwhile, nothing comes quite as easy for you. From feelings of inadequacy to struggling with being overlooked, it may sometimes feel like you're
meant to live your life always being second-best to these Men. Are these Alpha Males just lucky to be born with the qualities that make them so magnetic? Or do they know
something you don't? ? Despite what you may think, Alpha Males are not born. They are gradually refined through years of committed self-improvement and focused
determination. ? Alpha Male Bible is the "un-pickup" guide to dating success. ? If you want to become the suave, assertive, and appealing Man you've always wanted to be, you
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have to be prepared to put in the work. ? The qualities of an Alpha Male can be developed by anyone, if he is truly dedicated to honing them. ? In Alpha Male Bible, here is just a
fraction of what you will discover: -- ? How to naturally draw people in by developing charm and charisma as if you were born with it. -- ? The most vital Alpha-Male trait you need
to develop that will bridge the gap between who you are and who you can be. -- ? How to train your mind to think like a winner who conquers, rather than a victim who blames. -? Subtle verbal and non-verbal cues to look out for that can make it easier for you to strategize your next move. -- ? Simple body language tricks to look more confident and selfassured, even if you're nervous as hell. -- ? Become the ultimate dating expert. Why you should never compliment a woman or ask to buy her a drink when you first approach
her. -- ? How to master the art of conversation and leave a lasting impression, no matter who you're speaking with. ...and much more. ? Everyone is born with the potential to be
great. No matter what your background, you have it within you to overcome any difficult circumstance and fulfill your destiny. And there's no need to fundamentally change who
you are to do it. You don't have to force yourself to be an extrovert if you're an introvert, or pretend to like certain things because they seem "cool". ? Becoming an Alpha Male
means getting in touch with the greatness that lies within you. ? Dating successful for you will within your grasp within Alpha Male Bible. ? Release that greatness within and let
the world see just what you're made of. ?Realize today your true potential and become the Man you're destined to be, a Real ALPHA MAN?
From Wall Street to Silicon Valley, employers are using tough and tricky questions to gauge job candidates' intelligence, imagination, and problem-solving ability -- qualities
needed to survive in today's hypercompetitive global marketplace. For the first time, William Poundstone reveals the toughest questions used at Microsoft and other Fortune 500
companies -- and supplies the answers. He traces the rise and controversial fall of employer-mandated IQ tests, the peculiar obsessions of Bill Gates (who plays jigsaw puzzles
as a competitive sport), the sadistic mind games of Wall Street (which reportedly led one job seeker to smash a forty-third-story window), and the bizarre excesses of today's
hiring managers (who may start off your interview with a box of Legos or a game of virtual Russian roulette). How Would You Move Mount Fuji? is an indispensable book for
anyone in business. Managers seeking the most talented employees will learn to incorporate puzzle interviews in their search for the top candidates. Job seekers will discover
how to tackle even the most brain-busting questions, and gain the advantage that could win the job of a lifetime. And anyone who has ever dreamed of going up against the best
minds in business may discover that these puzzles are simply a lot of fun. Why are beer cans tapered on the end, anyway?
'Brilliant...wild and exhilarating' New Yorker Sgt Raymond Shaw is a hero of the first order. He's an ex-prisoner of war who saved the life of his entire outfit, a winner of the
Congressional Medal of Honor, the stepson of an influential senator...and the perfect assassin. Brainwashed during his time as a POW he is a 'sleeper', a living weapon to be
triggered by a secret signal. He will act without question, no matter what order he is made to carry out. To stop Shaw, his former commanding officer must uncover the truth
behind a twisted conspiracy of torture, betrayal and power that will lead both to the highest levels of the government. - and to Shaw's own past...
"...boils complex issues and ideas down to concise actionable material."~ Thomas Lindey "...a quick read that can have immediate and long term benefits. The exercises in
chapter two are really good. The advice in chapters 3 and 4 is spot on. I'm going to share it with my three sons." ~ Phil Barth "Compared to the other self-help books, this one of
the easiest books to follow and implement, from start to finish." ~ Alnoor Talwar MASTER THE ONE SKILL ALL PEAK PERFORMERS HAVE IN COMMON What is the one skill
that the world's most successful leaders, athletes and business people have in common? And more importantly, how can you harness this skill to achieve greater success,
fulfillment and well-being in your business and personal life? New research reveals that resilience - more than IQ - is a key factor in determining your success and well-being, at
work as well as in your relationships. In fact, studies show that people with higher levels of resilience have higher productivity, better health, greater morale, higher job
satisfaction and lower stress. DISCOVER 7 SCIENCE-BACKED TOOLS THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE WHEN IT COUNTS In this book, you will discover the 7 things resilient
people do differently...and how to apply them in your own life so that you can: * Persevere through adversity. * Quickly bounce back from disappointments. * Break negative
emotional patterns by taking control of your self-talk and inner movies. * Instantly shift your emotional state using the power of physiology. * Create greater drive and ambition by
mastering the use of self-directed questions. * Supercharge your energy levels at a moment's notice. * Experience even greater excitement, passion, happiness and fulfillment in
every area of your life. Using the 7 habits of resilient people discussed in this book, you will be able to handle the vulnerabilities of intimate relationships, the risks and failures of
business and the ups and downs of life. RAVE REVIEWS FROM READERS "...a great book if you're looking to master your emotions, become more resilient, flexible, and
ultimately successful..." ~ M. Sean Marshall "I'll definitely be reading this book again, because I spent the whole time analyzing my own thoughts and reactions and found a great
deal to work on." ~ Rebecca Vickers "[Akash] has knocked it out of the park... A great read full of examples...Highly recommended." ~ Jamie Hill Just one idea in this book might
be the what you need. Ready to get stared? Then take advantage of this limited-time introductory pricing, scroll up and click the BUY NOW button to grab your copy...
Would You Like to Become More Commanding, Convincing, And Charismatic? In this book, Steve Cohen, master magician and star of the long-running Chamber Magic show in
New York City, will reveal the secrets of all great showmen and magicians—how to persuade, influence, and charm, and ultimately accomplish the things you've always wanted to
do. As Cohen writes, "You'll discover how to take over a room, read people, and build anticipation to a feverish pitch so people are burning to hear what you have to say." Win the
Crowd will teach you Steve Cohen's Maxims of Magic, simple rules you can use to take charge of practically any situation, from on-the-job disagreements to dating to important
cocktail parties. The Maxims of Magic will wash away insecurities and hesitations, and replace them with confidence, poise, and leadership. What's more, Steve Cohen will show
you: How to Create a Magic Moment. Capturing people's imaginations and attention so they listen carefully to every word you say. How to Command a Room. Showing everyone
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in the room that you are speaking right to them, making them all feel unique—and completely focused on you. How to Read People. Learning to sense what people are feeling and
thinking as you speak, what they want from you, and how to make them feel like they are getting it. Misdirection. The most important trick in all of magic—getting inside people's
heads, and directing what they are thinking at every minute. When you strip away the sleight of hand tricks, magicians are essentially masters of attracting and holding attention
and impressing audiences, exactly the psychological secrets you need to be successful in life and business.
The book covers numerous tech entrepreneurial founders and software developers, and the exciting brands or products that they created. It goes deep on a handful of them,
narrowly divulging exactly how a few software developers and startup founders created breakthrough tech products like Gmail, Dropbox, Ring, Snapchat, Bitcoin, Groupon, and
more. It highlights and unpacks the general hero-worship that the media and our own minds practice about tech founders and tech entrepreneurs. This idealization of tech
success can create a paradox, preventing average tech professionals from their own successful journeys. This book provides hard evidence that anyone in tech can create, and
anyone on the peripheral of tech can break through to the center where innovation, creativity, and opportunity meet. The anecdotes, stories, evidence, facts, arguments, logic,
principles, and techniques provided in this book have helped individuals and businesses engage in slow creation cycles, improve the morale of their development teams, and
increased their delivery potential of their technology solutions overall. Average Joe covers: Genius - The systematic deconstruction and debunking of the commonly held
assumptions in the tech industry around supreme intelligence, and how that intelligence has been worshipped and sought after, despite the facts. Slow Creation - How to forcemanufacture creative ideation. How conscious and subconscious cycles of patterns, details, and secrets can lead to breakthrough innovations, and how those P.D.S. cycles, and
systematic mental grappling, can be conjured and repeated on a regular basis. Little-C Creativity - The conscious and miniature moments of epiphany that leak into our active
P.D.S. cycles of Slow Creation. Flow - Why it's great, but also - why it's completely unreliable and unnecessary. How to perpetually innovate without relying on a flow state. Team
Installation - How teams and companies can engage their employees in Slow Creation to unlock dormant ideas, stir up creative endeavors, and jumpstart fragile ideas into
working products. User Manipulation - How tech products are super-charged with tricks, secret techniques, and neural transmitters like Dopamine, Oxytocin, and Cortisol; how
those products leverage cognitive mechanisms and psychological techniques to force user adoption and user behaviors. Contrarianism - How oppositional and backward-thinking
leaders create brand-new categories and the products which dominate those categories. Showmanship - How tech players have presented their ideas to the world, conjured up
magic, manufactured mystique, and presented compelling stories that have captured their audiences. Sustainable Mystique Triad – A simple model for capturing audiences
consistently without relying on hype and hustle.
Have you ever met someone who had a magnetic personality? The kind of person other people seemed to want to be around? The kind of person who seemed to have people
hanging onto their every word? YOUR GUIDE TO BUILDING A MAGNETIC PERSONALITY Now, what if I told you that you can learn to become charismatic? That you could
unlock your inner charisma, master the art of small talk and develop personal magnetism? That you can learn to become likable? That you can learn to become the kind of
conversationalist that keeps people engaged and entertained? YOUR TOOLKIT ON HOW TO DEVELOP PERSONAL MAGNETISM- TODAY! Inside this book, you will learn the
mindset, body language, rapport building and storytelling techniques used by some of the most charismatic individuals on the planet. Here's quick taste of what you'll uncover
inside the book. You will learn how to: * Establish rapport with almost anyone by using five simple techniques. * Instantly create a stellar first impression - without saying a word! *
Unlock your charisma and confidence by mastering seven important body language tools. * Make people feel comfortable using the match-and-mirror technique. * Instantly
connect with people using subtle conversational techniques. * Master the art of small talk and learn how to talk to anyone to make them feel at ease. * Become a great storyteller
who captures people's imaginations with your stories. * Become the best you that you can possibly be. All these tools are summarized in one print-ready cheat sheet you can
download at the end of the book. JUST ONE IDEA... Just one idea in this book might be the inspiration and the spark of change you are looking for... Are you ready to unlock
your inner charisma and develop a magnetic presence? Then let's get started... ABOUT AKASH KARIA Akash Karia is a peak performance coach who has trained over 50,000
people worldwide, from bankers in Hong Kong to senior executives in Thailand to government members in Dubai. He has been ranked as one of the Top 3 Speakers in AsiaPacific [JCI, 2015] and is a recognized NLP Trainer, as well as a Strategic Intervention Coach certified by the Robbins-Madanes Center (based on the work of Tony Robbins and
Chloe Madanes). Akash has twice been ranked the #1 Most Popular Business & Money author on Amazon and his work has been translated into Italian, Korean and Japanese.
In 2015 he was ranked as one of the Top 3 Speakers in Asia Pacific by JCI. With his background as the Chief Commercial Officer of a multi-million dollar tech company, Akash
combines his real-world business experience along with his expertise in the fields of communication, productivity and psychology to provide rapid results for his clients. "Akash is
a wonderful professional speaker who has a great message, is motivating, inspiring and interactive at the same time..." ~ Brian Tracy, #1 Bestselling Author and Success Expert
"Akash is a phenomenal coach! The information I gained in just a few short hours is priceless." ~ Fatema Dewji, Director of Marketing for billion-dollar conglomerate, MeTL
"Akash is a very effective, inspiring and energetic speaker!" ~ Azim Jamal, Nautilus Gold Award Winner "Akash is THE best coach I've ever had!" ~ Eric Laughton, Certified John
Maxwell Trainer
"Every speaker can put these ideas into practice immediately -- and they should!"~ Dr. Richard C. Harris, Certified World Class Speaking Coach "An insightful read"~Dennis
Waller, Top 500 Reviewer "Superb communication advice" ~ Larry Nocella MASTER THE ONE THING ALL GREAT TED TALKS HAVE IN COMMON What is the secret to
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delivering a great TED talk? What is the magic ingredient that makes a TED talk captivating? And more importantly, how can you use those secrets to make your presentations
more powerful, dynamic and engaging? To try to answer these questions, I studied over 200 of the best TED talks. I broke each TED talk down in terms of structure, message
and delivery. Here's what I discovered. After studying over 200 TED talks, the one commonality among all the great TED talks is that they contain stories. UTILIZE ADVANCED
STORYTELLING TECHNIQUES TO INJECT LIFE INTO YOUR PRESENTATIONS Essentially, the best speakers on the TED stage were the ones who had mastered the art of
storytelling. They had mastered how to craft and present their stories in a way that allowed them to share their message with the world without seeming like they were lecturing
their audience. DISCOVER THE 23 STORYTELLING SECRETS OF THE BEST TED TALKS In this short but powerful guide, you're going to learn how to use stories to make
your presentations engaging and entertaining. Using case studies drawn from TED talks by Sir Ken Robinson, Dr. Jill Bolte Taylor, Susan Cain, Leslie Morgan Steiner, Mike
Rowe and Malcom Gladwell, you'll learn how to craft stories that keep your audience mesmerized. By the time you've finished reading this storytelling manifesto, you will have
picked up twenty-three principles on how to create stories that keep your audiences mesmerized. Whether you are giving a TED talk or a corporate presentation, you will be able
to apply the principles you pick up in this guide to make your next talk a roaring success! RAVE REVIEWS FROM READERS "No more boring speeches and presentations"~
Douglas L. Coppock "A crisp and no fluff book" ~ Kam Syed "A great book on storytelling" ~ David Bishop "Excellent book for any speaker" ~ Dean Krosecz
What if we could unlock the potential in every child? As it turns out, we can. Apple's iconic cofounder Steve Jobs had a powerful vision for education: employing technology to
make an enormous impact on the lives of millions of students. To realize this vision, Jobs tapped John D. Couch, a trusted engineer and executive with a passion for education.
Couch believed the real purpose of education was to help children discover their unique potential and empower them to reach beyond their perceived limitations. Today,
technology is increasingly integrated into every aspect of our lives, rewiring our homes, our jobs, and even our brains. Most important, it presents an opportunity to rewire
education to enrich and strengthen our schools, children, and society In Rewiring Education, Couch shares the professional lessons he's learned during his 50-plus years in
education and technology. He takes us behind Apple's major research study, Apple Classrooms of Tomorrow (ACOT), and its follow-up (ACOT 2), highlighting the powerful
effects of the Challenge-Based Learning framework. Going beyond Apple's walls, he also introduces us to some of the most extraordinary parents, educators, and entrepreneurs
from around the world who have ignored the failed promises of memorization and, instead, utilize new science-backed methods and technologies that benefit all children, from
those who struggle to honor students. Rewiring Education presents a bold vision for the future of education, looking at promising emerging technologies and how we—as parents,
teachers, and voters—can ensure children are provided with opportunities and access to the relevant, creative, collaborative, and challenging learning environments they need to
succeed.
Big data are changing the way we work. This book conveys a theoretical understanding of big data and the related interactions on a socio-technological level as well as on the
organizational level. Big data challenge the human resource department to take a new role. An organization's new competitive advantage is its employees augmented by big
data.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This instant classic explores how we can change our lives by changing our habits. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
The Wall Street Journal • Financial Times In The Power of Habit, award-winning business reporter Charles Duhigg takes us to the thrilling edge of scientific discoveries that
explain why habits exist and how they can be changed. Distilling vast amounts of information into engrossing narratives that take us from the boardrooms of Procter & Gamble to
the sidelines of the NFL to the front lines of the civil rights movement, Duhigg presents a whole new understanding of human nature and its potential. At its core, The Power of
Habit contains an exhilarating argument: The key to exercising regularly, losing weight, being more productive, and achieving success is understanding how habits work. As
Duhigg shows, by harnessing this new science, we can transform our businesses, our communities, and our lives. With a new Afterword by the author “Sharp, provocative, and
useful.”—Jim Collins “Few [books] become essential manuals for business and living. The Power of Habit is an exception. Charles Duhigg not only explains how habits are
formed but how to kick bad ones and hang on to the good.”—Financial Times “A flat-out great read.”—David Allen, bestselling author of Getting Things Done: The Art of StressFree Productivity “You’ll never look at yourself, your organization, or your world quite the same way.”—Daniel H. Pink, bestselling author of Drive and A Whole New Mind
“Entertaining . . . enjoyable . . . fascinating . . . a serious look at the science of habit formation and change.”—The New York Times Book Review
Develop your own personal gravity with concrete skills to stand out, be noticed, and captivate people. If you (1) walk into a room and feel invisible, or (2) want to ensure you make
a powerful personal impact - NEWSFLASH you need better advice than "fake it 'til you make it" or "just be yourself." Confidently approach and excel in any social setting.
Magnetic Charisma is a book that just might fundamentally change how you interact with others. Never before have you looked behind the curtain of so-called charismatic people
and the subtle ways they act and think differently. You get the "how to" along with the "why" and a multitude of illustrative examples. We are always told that our interpersonal
skills are the key to what we want in life, and it's true. Let the actionable tips, questions, approaches, and replicable techniques in this book be your guide to growing your sense
of personal magnetism and charm. Advice from an internationally-known, professional charisma coach. Patrick King is an internationally bestselling author and teaches charisma
and social skills for a living. He's also a late bloomer and former social recluse - he made the transformation, knows exactly what it takes, and can relate to you every step of the
way - advice from someone who simply gets it. He has been featured in: GQ Magazine, Tedx, Forbes, Men's Fitness, and the Huffington Post. The highly focused advice will
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teach you what matters in an interaction, from beginning to end, subtle to obvious, small to big. -How to wield your attention and focus for maximum impact. -How choosing and
being a role model help your charisma quotient. -The subconscious body language signals that matter. -How to exude true empathy and warmth. Solve: small talk, interviews,
networking events, and strangers. -How to demonstrate your value, confidence, and powerful presence. -How to tailor your communication and speak to individuals. -How to
listen and validate effectively. -The top charisma mistakes people unknowingly commit. Charisma can be the difference between: a promotion and being terminated; a significant
other and a mere friend; a smile and a dismissive frown. Charisma is the one skill that opens all the doors you want in life, and the benefits are endless. It is the lubricant, step
ladder, and crowbar that will give you access to anywhere in the world. Your life will visibly improve in all respects - the benefits are countless and will show anywhere people are
involved. -You will feel the power to literally shape the world around you. -You will build connections quickly.
Marketing visionary Martin Lindstrom has been on the front line of the branding for over twenty years. In Brandwashed, he turns the spotlight on his own industry, drawing on all
he has witnessed behind closed doors, exposing for the first time the full extent of the psychological tricks and traps that companies devise to win our hard-earned money.
Lindstrom reveals eye opening details such as how advertisers and marketers target children at an alarmingly young age (starting when they are still in the womb), what
heterosexual men really think about when they see sexually provocative advertising, how marketers and retailers stoke the flames of public panic and capitalize on paranoia over
diseases, extreme weather events, and food contamination scares. It also presents the first ever evidence to prove how addicted we are to our smartphones, and how certain
companies (like the maker of a very popular lip balm), purposely adjust their formulas in order to make their products chemically addictive, and much, much more. Brandwashed
is a shocking insider's look at how today's global giants conspire to obscure the truth and manipulate our minds, all in service of persuading us to buy.
BradyGames' GameShark Ultimate Codes 2003 is a vast collection of the exclusive GameShark secret codes for the most popular games released for various consoles.
Thousands of codes are provided for the hottest games on the market including Grand Theft Auto: Vice City, The Getaway, Auto Modellista, Breath of Fire: The Dragon Quarter,
Tenchu: The Wrath of Heaven, Def Jam Vendetta, Castlevania: Circle of the Moon, Batman Vengeance and many more! At only $9.99, this is a great value, based on price and
the expansive game coverage!
'The old rule of forecasting was to make as many forecasts as possible and publicise the ones you got right. The new rule is to forecast so far in the future, no one will know you
got it wrong.' Ruchir Sharma does neither. In Breakout Nations he shows why the economic 'mania' of the twenty-first century, with its unshakeable faith in the power of emerging
markets - especially China - to continue growing at the astoundingly rapid and uniform pace of the last decade, is wrong. The next economic success stories will not be where we
think they are. In this provocative new book, Sharma analyses why the basic laws of economic gravity (such as the law of large numbers, which says that the richer you are the
harder it is to grow your wealth at a rapid pace) are already pulling China, Russia, Brazil and other vast emerging markets back to earth. To understand which nations will thrive
and which will falter in a world reshaped by slower growth, it is time to start looking at the emerging markets as individual cases. Sharma argues that we must abandon our
current obsession with global macro trends and the fad for all-embracing theories. He offers instead a more discerning, nuanced view, identifying specific factors - economic,
political, social - which will make for slow or fast growth. Spending much of his professional life travelling in these countries as Head of Emerging Markets at Morgan Stanley,
Sharma is uniquely placed to present a first-hand insider's account of these new markets and the changes they are undergoing. As the years of unbelievably swift growth draw to
their close, this book shows us how it is time for both investors and economists to halt their blind thrust towards an impossible future.
Black & White editionThis is the B&W edition of the book. All pictures inside will be in grayscale. “Reading this book changed my presentation style and my slides, both for the
better - and I've been a professional speaker for over 30 years.”~ Becki L. James How to Design TED-Worthy Presentation Slides is a short, practical and step-by-step guide to
creating sexy slides. It is based on an extensive analysis of some of the best TED speakers, such as Brene Brown, Daniel Pink, Amy Cuddy, Larry Lessig, Seth Godin, Bill Gates
and many, many more. LEARN HOW TO BREATHE LIFE INTO YOUR SLIDES, INSTEAD OF DRAINING IT OUT OF YOUR AUDIENCE By the end of this guide, you too will be
able to create sexy presentation slides that keep your audiences mesmerized. More importantly, you will be able to design presentations that breathe life into your slides, instead
of draining it out of your audience. Here's just a taste of what you'll learn inside the book: •The most common mistake most presenters make – and how you can avoid it •The
one principle that will make you better than 90% of most speakers •How to quickly create a presentation storyboard •Bill Gates' trick for transforming his slides from dull to
dashing •The Seth Godin presentation formula •The importance of contrast •Locating and using sexy fonts •Spicing up your presentations with video •Displaying data without
being dull •Ensuring consistency between slides •How to deliver a great TED talk (or any other speech or presentation) •And much, much more… “A must read...An essential tool
for preparing effective, interesting and "sexy" presentations...a must read for any professional who wants to improve his communicational skills.”~ Rosalinda Scalia “The lessons
shared in this short book will a go a long way to helping a person give better public presentations. The insights shared by Akash are like golden nuggets in a river full of info!”~
Alan Portugal “I have been teaching workshops at universities and Fortune 500 Campuses up and down the East Coast on building better presentations. Akash hits all the right
notes in this book. A must read for anyone wanting to build powerful presentations.”~ David Bishop “Excellent for those who want to really engage their audience. I incorporated
many of the principles within and developed a more effective product presentation.”~ Tom Tipps “Right on the mark. Just what I was looking for as a non-designer.”~ Erik J.
Zettelmayer “Make a greater impact with your presentations. While reading this book I was mentally reviewing my talks where I use PowerPoint slides. I am now changing some
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of those slides to make a greater impact on the listeners. These tips are easy to implement and make sense.”~ John C. Erdman “As always we can expect the best from Akash
and we are getting more.”~ Payam Bahrampoor “This book gives practical advice. However, it does not stop there. It demonstrates how to use that advice, gives visual
examples of what to do and what not to do and explains why. It turns creating a presentation from a dreaded event to one allowing creativity to flow and your passion about your
subject matter to emerge on the screen through your slides.”~ Pandora Training and Consulting “I will admit to rarely reviewing books. However, this book was such a step
above any others I've read on the art of PowerPoint presentations, I had to give it a five star review.”~ David Schwind
Do you ever feel intimidated or out-of-place in social situations? Do you want to learn how to master the fine art of small talk? Do you want to develop a magnetic personality? If
you answered yes to any of these questions, then this book was designed for you. Based on Intensive Scientific Research. DISCOVER: 1 - Five Foolproof Techniques for
Creating a Stellar First ImpressionHow quickly do you make judgments about people? We'd like to think that we don't judge people until we get to know them. But the truth is it
only takes a tenth of a second to make an accurate judgment about someone you meet or see. 2 - What Your Non-Verbals are Saying About YouHow you hold yourself says a lot
about how you feel – even though this may be an unconscious message. What is your body language saying about you? Find out inside... 3 - Seven Tools to Break Through Fear
and Break the Ice One of the hardest parts of getting to know someone new is that crucial moment when you have to break the ice. It can be incredibly difficult to walk up to a
total stranger and get acquainted. The seven tools you pick up in Chapter 2 will help you smash through your approach anxiety and start a fun and engaging conversation 4 - Six
Strategies to Seal a Memorable Verbal Impression in 30 Seconds Your nonverbal cues can definitely make an instant first impression, but what you say also has the power to do
so. So how do you make sure that you give a great first impression in the first 30 seconds of meeting someone new? 5 - How to Make Your Personality Shine No matter what
your personality, you can become someone with a shining personality that attracts others to it. You may not think of yourself as very charismatic. But don't let those feelings of
inadequacy get in the way of making your personality shine (Chapter 5). 6 - How to Go from Introduction to Intimacy It can be a challenge to create conversations that have
intimacy in just a few minutes. And while you can't force anyone to like or trust you, you can greatly increase the chances of that happening by following a few simple practices.
Chapter 6 will show you how to go from conversing to connecting. BONUS: Learn the 36 questions that are scientifically-proven to help you deepen the connection with anyone!
7 - How to Revive a Dying Conversation - and Keep It AliveWe've all had conversations that seemed to start off great but were followed by the dreaded awkward silence. What
you do in that moment can make or break your conversation? Chapter 7 shows you exactly what to do when the conversation seems to be dying prematurely 8 - The Five-Step
Method for Ending a Conversation Positively The purpose of striking up new conversations is to create new connections beyond just that moment. How you end a conversation is
as important as how you begin it. You want to leave your new acquaintance with a favorable impression of you going forward. Follow the five-step method in Chapter 9 and you
won't go wrong! 9 - How to Deepen the Relationship with Future InteractionsMaking a great impression with someone new is a critical task when you're networking. But it's not
enough to have an initial contact if you want to create a network of people from which you can truly benefit personally and professionally. Chapter 10 deals with when and how to
follow-up to deepen any new relationship Want to Master the Art/Science of Great Conversations? Want to develop the communication skills that will help you increase your
social circle, expand your network and create deeper relationships? Ready to from "forgettable" to "unforgettable"? Ready to develop a magnetic personality that draws people
towards you? Then grab the book and get started...
The acclaimed national bestseller, the first and only diary written by a Guantánamo detainee during his imprisonment, now with previously censored material restored. When
GUANTÁNAMO DIARY was first published--heavily redacted by the U.S. government--in 2015, Mohamedou Ould Slahi was still imprisoned at the detainee camp in Guantánamo
Bay, Cuba, despite a federal court ruling ordering his release, and it was unclear when or if he would ever see freedom. In October 2016, he was finally released and reunited
with his family. During his 14-year imprisonment, the United States never charged him with a crime. Now for the first time, he is able to tell his story in full, with previously
censored material restored. This searing diary is not merely a vivid record of a miscarriage of justice, but a deeply personal memoir---terrifying, darkly humorous, and surprisingly
gracious. GUANTÁNAMO DIARY is a document of immense emotional power and historical importance.
The Kingmaker Adventure Path draws to a close as the heroes face a foe eager to bring the full fury of this strange and violent realm into the world of Golarion. With a vividly
imagined, terrifying adventure from fan-favorite author Richard Pett, the Kingmaker campaign ends not just with one scream, but a thousand! A Pathfinder Roleplaying Game
adventure for 16th-level characters, this volume of Pathfinder concludes the popular Kingmaker Adventure Path, in which the heroes win and defend a small kingdom from
threats foreign and domestic. This volume of Pathfinder also includes extensive guidelines for expanding your Kingmaker campaign beyond the climax of the Adventure Path, as
well as a detailed exploration of the mysterious dimension of the First World, several new monsters, new fiction in the Pathfinder Journal, and more! Pathfinder Adventure Path is
Paizo Publishing's monthly 96-page, perfect-bound, full-color softcover book printed on high-quality paper. It contains an in-depth Adventure Path scenario, stats for several new
monsters, and support articles meant to give Game Masters additional material to expand their campaign. Pathfinder Adventure Path volumes use the Open Game License and
work with both the Pathfinder RPG and the standard 3.5 fantasy RPG rules set.
Which sort of seducer could you be? Siren? Rake? Cold Coquette? Star? Comedian? Charismatic? Or Saint? This book will show you which. Charm, persuasion, the ability to
create illusions: these are some of the many dazzling gifts of the Seducer, the compelling figure who is able to manipulate, mislead and give pleasure all at once. When raised to
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the level of art, seduction, an indirect and subtle form of power, has toppled empires, won elections and enslaved great minds. In this beautiful, sensually designed book, Greene
unearths the two sides of seduction: the characters and the process. Discover who you, or your pursuer, most resembles. Learn, too, the pitfalls of the anti-Seducer. Immerse
yourself in the twenty-four manoeuvres and strategies of the seductive process, the ritual by which a seducer gains mastery over their target. Understand how to 'Choose the
Right Victim', 'Appear to Be an Object of Desire' and 'Confuse Desire and Reality'. In addition, Greene provides instruction on how to identify victims by type. Each fascinating
character and each cunning tactic demonstrates a fundamental truth about who we are, and the targets we've become - or hope to win over. The Art of Seduction is an
indispensable primer on the essence of one of history's greatest weapons and the ultimate power trip. From the internationally bestselling author of The 48 Laws of Power,
Mastery, and The 33 Strategies Of War.
A history of All Souls College under the Wardenship of Bernard Gardiner, that focuses on the ways in which the college and Gardiner were caught between competing visions of what England would look like
in the aftermath of the Glorious Revolution.
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper town. From the bestselling author of The Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for
Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff of legend at their high school. So when she one day climbs through his window and summons him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow. But
the next day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q soon learns that there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they are for him. But as he gets deeper into the mystery culminating in another awesome road trip across America - he becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for. Masterfully written by John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-ofage story.
Discover the Scientific Way to Build Habits - And Supercharge Your Productivity, Health, Wealth and Happiness What if you could hack into the circuitry of your brain and install new habits that could
transform your life in just 10 minutes a day? What if these habits could make you more productive? Happier? Healthier? More successful? Whether you want to exercise more, eat healthier, read more or take
control of your finances - the key lies in understanding and utilizing the science of habit formation. If you can make desired behaviors automatic - then you can change your business, your relationship and
your life. Filled with practical, actionable tools based on science, this book shows you how... What You Will Learn: In this book, you will discover how to: Kick-start personal change using small habits. Create
BIG changes in your life by harnessing the power of keystone habits. Keep yourself motivated using big-picture thinking (based on research at Ohio State University). Hack your psychology and set yourself
up for success by becoming a realistic optimist. Use an if-then strategy to triple your chances of success (based on research by Peter Gollwitzer). Create a chain for ensuring you stick to your habits. Be more
productive, improve your health, take control of your finances and transform any - and every - area of your life. BONUS QUIZ: Discover your Habits Roadmap And lots, lots more... That may sound like a big
promise to make, but it's one that we'll keep. By the end of this book, in addition to gaining a whole new understanding of habits, you'll be able to use them effectively to spark personal change. RAVE
REVIEWS FROM READERS "One of the best books I've read in a long time..." Hyrum "Crisp and clear." Ramakrishna Reddy "Great book with great ideas." Luis L. "Within a few pages, I already had some
simple ideas to easily implement into my life." C. Wrightson Just One Idea... Just one idea in the book might be what you need to finally to create real, lasting change. Ready to get started?"
- Learn about how your swimming machine works- Understand why you feel the way you do in practice- Over 300 illustrations to help you grasp the tough conceptsDon't be afraid! This is not biology class,
this is swimming class. Your body is a Swimming Machine with a lot of moving parts. Knowing how these all work can help you understand why you feel the way you do at practice, why you train the way you
do, and why you race the way you do.Complicated exercise science is translated into simple "picture book" format by Swim Smart founder Karl Hamouche, MD."Karl's book has helped me understand and
even enjoy the very difficult topic of human physiology. I laughed (who knew Glycolysis could be funny?) and I continue to refer to various chapters throughout the season for support and clarification.Karl
explains the complexity of the human body in clear, simple language that helps both coaches and athletes get straight to the point: "How can I go fast!?!" For example, last summer I read the Taper chapter to
my group three weeks before our big meet and we had the most drama free Taper I've ever been a part of. We had a common language and noticed and named every stage along the way, and this helped all
of us feel confident in the process and normalized the sensations that generally trigger uncertainty and doubt. We're doing the same thing with energy systems and I've never had more buy-in with both
specific sets and overall cycles because we've got clarity around their purpose. Thank you, Karl, your book has helped me be a better coach!"- Megan Oesting, ASCA Coach of the year 2019, head coach of
Eastern Iowa Federation and founder of MOSTswimtech.
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multi-million-copy New York Times bestseller is the definitive manual for anyone interested in gaining, observing, or defending against ultimate control – from the
author of The Laws of Human Nature. In the book that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling” and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers have distilled three thousand years of the history of power
into 48 essential laws by drawing from the philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, and Carl Von Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws teach the
need for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine the Master”), others teach the value of confidence (“Law 28: Enter Action with Boldness”), and many recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15: Crush
Your Enemy Totally”). Every law, though, has one thing in common: an interest in total domination. In a bold and arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of Power is ideal whether your aim is conquest, selfdefense, or simply to understand the rules of the game.
The Wall Street Journal and USA Today Bestseller! Ever wonder why some people are magnetic, confident in their abilities, in charge of their own destinies, and utterly at ease in their own skin? What's their
secret? In a word: Swagger. And no, this is not the old swagger--that show-off, in-your-face, arrogant kind. This brand-new swagger is unshakable, undeniable and utterly unstoppable. And you can have it
too. Award-winning training guru and coach Leslie Ehm shows that true swagger results from your ability to manifest who you really are and hold on to it in the face of all the psychological crap that will come
for it every day. Part guidebook, part manifesto, a little sweary and completely inspiring, Swagger gives you the steps to unlock and unleash your personal brand of swagger--one that can never be duplicated
or diminished. And you'll read stories of the countless people Leslie's worked with who've discovered their own swagger and changed their lives for the better. Forget everything you think you know about
confidence-building. Swagger shatters the myths around "fake it 'til you make it," and shows you how to record over all the negative self-limiting tapes and stop giving away your personal power. You'll learn
how to challenge the preconceptions of what you "should" and "shouldn't" do, and navigate the professional world with authenticity and badassery. Discover what swagger blockers are holding you back and
what drivers will bring your unique and powerful personality to the forefront for all to revel at and see why Swagger is the new mindset that will bring you all of the success you've ever dreamed of without ever
having to compromise or sacrifice who you really are. For anyone who's ever felt that they weren't good enough or believed that revealing their messy, vulnerable, authentic human selves could never result in
greater success, Swagger will give you a doorway into the kind of self-belief that creates unimaginable confidence and will change the way you live, work and feel. Your swagger is waiting for you. What are
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you waiting for?
Publisher information from iPage.IngramContent.com.
If you're looking for a way to reach the job of your dreams, the woman of your dreams, or any other goal, the keep on reading... Two manuscripts in one book: Self-Confidence for Men: Unleash the Lion within
and See How Your Mental Toughness, Self-Esteem, Mindset, Self-Discipline, and Dating Life Transforms Self-Esteem for Men: An Essential Self-Help Guide to Building Alpha Male Habits that will Improve
Your Mental Toughness, Confidence, and Ability to Attract Women In the ever-changing and relentless world of modern-day society, success is something that seems harder and harder to achieve. This is
particularly true for the average man who is striving to find the perfect job, the perfect spouse, and, ultimately, the perfect life. Unfortunately, average men don't have what it takes to achieve these goals.
Instead, such things as the perfect job and the perfect spouse are reserved for those at the top -those commonly referred to as Alpha Males. While some men seem born into the coveted role of Alpha Male,
most have to develop the skills and qualities to reach that level. Fortunately, this process is not as hard as you might imagine. In fact, it is easier than you think. So, if you are sick and tired of living a mediocre
life and of having to settle for second best, then you have come to the right place. If you are ready to take your life to the next level, that of the Alpha Male, where all of your goals are achievable, and all your
dreams are within reach, then look no further. Self-Help for Men is the perfect book, whether you are new to the world of the Alpha Male or have already tried to develop the Alpha Male mindset using other
books or regimens that failed to deliver. The biggest problem is that the true Alpha Male nature is often misunderstood, making the path to becoming an Alpha harder than it needs to be. But you see, it
doesn't have to be difficult. This book will remove all misconceptions, revealing what it really means to be a true Alpha Male. In part 1 you will discover things like: The true nature of self-esteem and how it
impacts your life Common fears most men have, as well as ways to overcome those fears Four ways to overcome body-image anxiety, the biggest threat to self-esteem Five proven techniques for boosting
your self-esteem NOW Eight simple and effective habits for developing an Alpha Male lifestyle Proven methods for turning your dreams into reality by setting clear and effective goals And much, much more...
Part 2 includes: The true nature of self-esteem and how it impacts your life Common fears most men have, as well as ways to overcome those fears Four ways to overcome body-image anxiety, the biggest
threat to self-esteem Five proven techniques for boosting your self-esteem NOW Eight simple and effective habits for developing an Alpha Male lifestyle Proven methods for turning your dreams into reality by
setting clear and effective goals And much, much more... No matter how much or how little time you have at your disposal, imagine how you will feel once you develop the physical, mental, and emotional
qualities needed to become the Alpha Male you have always wanted to be. Once you develop the Alpha Male lifestyle, you will be able to pursue the job of your dreams, the woman of your dreams, and any
other ambition or goal that helps you create a life that others will respect and envy. So, if you're ready to begin the exciting journey into the amazing world of being an Alpha Male, then scroll up and click "Add
to Cart" to get the life-changing tips, tricks, and insights that Self-Esteem for Men has to offer!

A certified business coach and deception-detection expert shares science-based information on reading people, outlining a seven-day program for using body-language cues to
promote personal and professional goals.
“Practical and useful...Storytelling is one of the most important parts of speaking. This book makes it clear how to do it, when and where.”~ Judith Field “Great book...Akash
doesn't hold anything back.”~ Stephen Fraundorfer “A great kick-start for your next speech! A wonderfully quick burst of inspiration and insight.”~ Mandy Hoffeldt
STORTELLING TECHNIQUES TO MAKE YOUR NEXT PRESENTATION AN OUTSTANDING ONE Stories have the power to captivate listeners and ignite their imaginations.
Great speakers know how to use stories to enthrall and influence their audiences. This book is the result of six years of intensive research on the art of storytelling and public
speaking. Inside, you will discover how to: • Create an opening that instantly hooks your audience into your speech. • Keep your audiences captivated with a story. • Use the
suspended story formula to ramp up the intrigue. • Bring your characters to life. • Turn your stories into mental movies for your audience. • Keep your audience spellbound by
increasing the intensity of your conflicts. • Add organic humor to any presentation without resorting to jokes. • Make your speech memorable with the right analogies and
metaphors. • Create a repeatable catch-phrase using “the rule of opposites”. • Tell a story and deliver a speech that your audience will remember and talk about for years. • and
much, much more... RAVE REVIEWS FROM READERS “Great resource for speakers. I have nothing but praise for the simple but succinct way this book reads. I read it in one
sitting and plan to use it as a guide for future speaking engagements.”~ 357 Solutions, LLC "Loaded with great advice on how to deliver a killer message.”~ David Parra “A
perfect book to those who want to dominate the art of storytelling.”~ Alci Aguilera “A must-read! Akash Karia outlines tips for energizing not only your speech, but also the
audience."~ Angela Avery
Your Mind is the Ultimate Weapon! Go beyond mind over matter with this encyclopedic accessory for kineticist characters! Legendary Kineticists brings you 140 brand-new
kineticist blasts, defenses, infusions, and wild talents for existing elements from earth to water to wood, or explore an entirely new type of kineticist for the Pathfinder Roleplaying
Game, the neurokineticist, wielding and weaving psychic energies like a surgeon to demonstrate your mental mastery. We also bring you 7 new archetypes, both for kineticists
themselves and for other classes wishing to dabble in the kinetic arts, plus new feats, magic items, and masterpieces of sight, sound, and psyche, and a fully developed 12thlevel sample neurokineticist, complete with combat tactics and a compelling history and personality, to show how these powers play at the table in a ready-to-use character you
can drop right into an existing game or even build an entire campaign around. Grab this 46-page psychic supplement today for your Pathfinder campaign and Make Your Game
Legendary!
Video game studies are a relative young but flourishing academic discipline. But within game studies, however, the perspective of religion and spirituality is rather neglected, both
by game scholars and religion scholars. While religion can take different shapes in digital games, ranging from material and referential to reflexive and ritual, it is not necessarily
true that game developers depict their in-game religions in a positive, confirming way, but ever so often games approach the topic critically and disavowingly. The religion
criticisms found in video games can be categorized as follows: religion as (1) fraud, aimed to manipulate the uneducated, as (2) blind obedience towards an invisible but
ultimately non-existing deity/ies, as (3) violence against those who do not share the same set of religious rules, as (4) madness, a deranged alternative for logical reasoning, and
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as (5) suppression in the hands of the powerful elite to dominate and subdue the masses into submission and obedience. The critical depictions of religion in video games by
their developers is the focus of this special issue.
Make instant, meaningful connections. For interviewing, selling, managing, pitching an idea, applying to college—or looking for a soulmate—the secret of success is based on
connecting with other people. And you can do it in 90 seconds or less through Nicholas Boothman’s program of establishing face-to-face communication. A master of NeuroLinguistic Programming (NLP), Boothman teaches us the concept of synchrony—how to synchronize our attitudes, body language, and voice tone in a way that instantly and
imperceptibly makes us irresistibly likable to another person. He explains the different between open and closed body language. The power of communicating with what he calls
a Really Useful Attitude. How to be an active listener. And how to identify and read the three most important sensory preferences. Step by step, it shows how to make the very
best of any relationship’s most critical moment—those first 90 seconds.
Winners don't different things, they do things differently A practical, common-sense guide that will lead you from ancient wisdom to modern-day thinking, You Can Win will help
you to establish new goals, develop a renewed sense of purpose, and generate fresh and exciting ideas about yourself and your future. Shiv Khera guarantees, as the title
suggests, a lifetime of success. The book enables you to translate positive thinking into attitude, ambition and action, all of which combine to give you the winning edge. This
book will help you to: · Build confidence by mastering the seven steps to positive thinking; · Be successful by turning weaknesses into strengths; · Gain credibility by doing the
right things for the right reasons; · Take charge by controlling things instead of letting them control you; · Build trust by developing mutual respect with the people around you; and
· Accomplish more by removing the barriers to effectiveness.
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